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Quadrupolar Transitions Evidenced by Resonant Auger Spectroscopy
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From absorption spectra, the only way to bring to the fore the occurrence of quadrupolar transitions is
to study their angular dependence. Resonant spectroscopies offer a new opportunity to obtain more in-
sight into excited electronic states by studying lineshape and intensity of decay processes. We show here
that resonantly excited Ti KL2,3L2,3 Auger spectra of TiO2�110� carry a clear signature of quadrupolar
transitions to localized eg and t2g d-like states, giving access to a direct measurement of crystal field
splitting.
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Since it obeys strict selection rules, x-ray absorption
(XAS) is an element and orbital-selective probe of both
crystallographic and electronic structures of materials. Be-
yond the dominant features of the absorption spectra aris-
ing from excitations which can be interpreted within the
dipolar approximation, the absorption pre-edge and near-
edge features commonly involve second order quadrupolar
transitions (QT) [1]. Although these are of weak intensity,
their corresponding terms in the interaction Hamiltonian
often contain valuable information. For instance, the mag-
netism of selected orbitals can be probed via the analysis
of QT by x-ray magnetic circular dichroism, as at the L2,3
edges of rare earths. At these edges, QT from the 2p levels
towards the 4f orbitals (which generally carry most of the
magnetic moment in rare earth compounds) give a signal
of the same order of magnitude as that due to the dipolar
2p ! 5d transitions [2]. In resonant x-ray magnetic scat-
tering, the quadrupolar component (2p ! 4f) dominates
the Sm L3-edge and allows a description of the 4f mag-
netism [3]. Pre-K-edge features are often observed in the
case of 3d compounds. Associated with transitions to p
and d orbitals, they involve both dipolar and quadrupolar
transitions and are also important in magnetic measure-
ments [4]. The necessity to take quadrupolar contributions
into account is not specific to absorption studies. For a
proper determination of surface structures by x-ray stand-
ing waves using photoemission detection, nondipolar terms
also have to be considered [5]. A picture of the occurrence
of QT is therefore of prime interest to achieve a descrip-
tion of the electronic structure of these compounds and to
fully account for their physical properties.

A common way to discriminate between dipolar and
quadrupolar transitions is based on the interpretation of
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the angular dependence of the XAS cross section, since
the electric dipolar (´ ? r) and quadrupolar (´ ? rk ? r)
terms of the interaction Hamiltonian are sensitive either to
the polarization direction ´ of the x rays or to both ´ and
the direction of the photon wave vector k [6]. However,
this method suffers from severe drawbacks. It can only
be applied to single crystals and, to ensure that the weak
quadrupolar contributions can be distinguished from the
more intense dipolar components, its use is restricted to
the study of pre-edge features well separate from the main
absorption threshold. Moreover, it does not discriminate
between the different contributions.

Resonant Auger spectroscopy permits one to overcome
those limitations. It consists in observing an Auger decay
while scanning the photon energy through an absorption
edge. Because of the presence of a core photoexcited elec-
tron in a localized empty orbital, additional decay lines,
so-called spectator lines [7], appear at constant binding
energies and at higher kinetic energies than the classical
decay. Taking place under the influence of the Coulomb
field generated by the excited electron, the resonant de-
cay generates unique fingerprints for distinct excitations,
provided they differ in their final state energy. Recently,
fluorescence measurements brought to the fore 2p ! 4f
quadrupolar transitions at the Gd L3 edge [8], thanks to
a spectator line due to this additional 4f electron. Auger
measurements carry the same information on the nature of
the electronic transitions near the absorption edge by scan-
ning the very first empty orbitals above the Fermi level [9].
They can be done in a classical photoemission setup, where
electrons are collected with high efficiency and energy
resolution. In this Letter, the capability of the method to
resolve quadrupolar and dipolar contributions is illustrated
© 2002 The American Physical Society 243001-1
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by solving the long-debated question of the pre-K-edge of
titanium in rutile TiO2 [10,11] and by discriminating the
various components of each of the features of the pre-edge
spectrum, in good agreement with theoretical predictions
[11,12].

The experiments were performed using the tunable high-
energy x-ray photoemission station at the BW2 wiggler
beam line of HASYLAB, equipped with Si(220) crystals
monochromator and a Scienta SES-200 analyzer (total en-
ergy resolution of 0.6 eV at the Ti K-edge). Data were
collected on a TiO2�110� rutile single crystal, prepared ac-
cording to standard procedures in order to obtain the stoi-
chiometric composition [13]. The angular dependence was
studied by rotating the sample around a vertical axis. The
electron collection direction is fixed in the horizontal plane
at 45± from the incoming x-ray beam.

The Ti K-edge XAS spectrum (Fig. 1) exhibits a series
of three prepeaks called A1, A2, and A3. In the follow-
ing, the photon energy is referenced relative to the maxi-
mum of A2 whose absolute energy position was measured
to be 4968.9 eV. A1 and A3 are thus peaking at 22.75
and 13.0 eV relative photon energy, respectively. Previ-

FIG. 1. A1, A2, and A3 prepeaks of the Ti K-absorption edge
in rutile. The x-ray wave vector is perpendicular to the c axis
and either parallel to (0±) or at 45± (45±) from the (110) surface
normal. The bottom curve is the difference between the two
absorption spectra. Inset: absorption threshold at 0±.
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ous studies used polarization dependent XAS to elucidate
the origin of these structures [10,11]. Total electron yield
spectra were recorded for two different x-ray incidence
angles with respect to the (110) surface (Fig. 1). The wave
vector of the x rays is parallel to the (110) surface normal
(0±, ´ at 45± from the a axis), or at 45± from it (45±, ´

parallel to the a axis). At a K-edge, due to the highly di-
rectional character of the reached p orbitals, the electric
dipolar absorption cross section possesses the symmetry
of the crystal [1]. It is thus not expected to vary with the
x-ray incidence angle (transitions to px and/or py orbitals).
On the contrary, quadrupolar contributions are expected to
have the largest possible intensity variation between 0± and
45±, since the d symmetry of the probed orbitals confers
to their intensity a cos�4f� dependence [where f denotes
the rotation of ´ and k in the (100) plane] [1]. All the an-
gular dependences are therefore due to intensity variations
of QT. In rutile, the first coordination shell of Ti atoms
is composed of six oxygen atoms which form a distorted
octahedron [10]. Using the electric quadrupolar Hamilto-
nian formula, in a basis linked to the octahedron, the only
allowed QT in the 0± geometry are towards dxz and dyz

orbitals which belong to the t2g-like representation. In the
45± geometry, the main transitions allowed are towards the
dx2-y2 and dz2 orbitals, which belong to the eg-like repre-
sentation (transitions towards the dxy t2g-like orbital are
also allowed). For the A1 prepeak, the maximum inten-
sity at 0± and the minimum at 45± are indicative of t2g-like
QT. The reversed behavior of the A2 prepeak shows that
its quadrupolar component is mostly eg-like, while the ab-
sence of any angular dependence of A3 is assigned to a
purely dipolar origin. The data meet the previously pub-
lished results [10,11]. However, these did not allow an
experimental decomposition of the pre-edge into its vari-
ous quadrupolar and dipolar contributions. In this goal,
an analysis of the Ti KLL resonant Auger lines was un-
dertaken in the pre-edge region of the Ti K-edge. Cho-
sen spectra collected in both 45± and 0± geometry of the
x rays are shown in Fig. 2. A Au 4d5�2 photoemission
spectrum was recorded before and after each Auger spec-
trum both for photon energy calibration and Auger spec-
tra normalization. The normal Auger spectrum, recorded
for a photon energy well above the ionization threshold,
exhibits two pronounced peaks located at 4006.3 6 1 eV
(1D2) and 3992.9 6 1 eV (1S0) kinetic energies. A last
structure at 3980 6 1 eV may be attributed to KM dou-
bly excited states [14]. As the intensity of these peaks
shows the same behavior with the photon energy, we will
concentrate in the following on the 1D2 peak which is the
most intense. The series of resonant 1D2 Auger spectra
collected at 0± and 45± exhibit three components, labeled
Q1, Q2, and D (Fig. 2) whose intensities strongly vary
with the photon energy. Both Q1 and Q2 always appear
at constant binding energy (959.1 and 961.1 eV, respec-
tively), while D has a different behavior. It first appears
at a constant binding energy of 963.2 eV (Raman-Auger
243001-2
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FIG. 2. Ti KL2L3 (1D2) Auger line for the indicated different
photon energies recorded in the 0± (left panel) and the 45± (right
panel) geometries.

behavior), until it reaches the position of the 1D2 Auger
peak at a constant kinetic energy of 4006.3 eV. In the fol-
lowing, the origin of these different Auger structures and
the variations of their intensity both with photon energy
and x-ray incidence angle will be discussed.

To examine the intensity of the Q1, Q2, and D peaks,
the Auger spectra were assumed to be a simple sum of
these three components using Lorentzian line shapes and
an integral background. The results are presented in Fig. 3.
Q1 has a maximum intensity on the maximum of the A1
prepeak (22.75 eV) and follows the same angular depen-
dence. Considering both resonant behavior and angular
dependence, Q1 is assigned to an Auger decay following
the quadrupolar excitation of a 1s electron in the t2g-like
orbitals. Moreover, since it appears at constant binding
energy, it can be identified as a spectator line. The in-
tensity of Q2 shows a maximum just below A2 (21.0 eV)
roughly where the difference between the two XAS spec-
tra recorded at 0± and 45± is maximum (Fig. 1). Unlike
for Q1, it increases from 0± to 45±. Q2 can therefore be
attributed to a spectator line due to an additional valence
electron promoted in the eg-like orbitals via a QT. Last,
the D peak is attributed to decay following a dipolar tran-
sition of the 1s electron towards the p empty states of
continuum, since it finally stabilizes at the position of the
classical Auger line. Consistently, its intensity does not
243001-3
FIG. 3. Intensities of the three peaks Q1 (top), Q2 (middle),
and D (bottom) of the resonant Ti KL2L3 (1D2) Auger structure
in the 0± (open circles) and 45± (closed circles) geometries.
The vertical lines indicate the position of the A1, A2, and A3
absorption prepeaks.

show any significant angular variation (bottom of Fig. 3).
Very weak (almost zero) in the A1 region, it is roughly
twice that of Q2 in the A2 region. Assuming equal Auger
decay rates for the different intermediate states, this inten-
sity analysis of the different Auger components gives an
estimate for the relative contributions of quadrupolar and
dipolar transitions in the prepeaks. Thus, A1 has a purely
quadrupolar origin, A3 is purely dipolar, and dipolar tran-
sitions have equal contributions in A2 and A3; a quadrupo-
lar contribution to A2 is detected on its low-photon-energy
side. All these results are in agreement with the calcula-
tions presented in Ref. [11].

The origin of the three components Q1, Q2, and D of
the resonant Auger spectra can also be determined by con-
sidering their relative binding energy. Related to the same
KLL Auger decay in the presence of a spectator electron,
each of those decays differs only by the nature of the orbital
in which the electron has been excited. The screening of
the core holes by an electron located in a 3d orbital, which
is more localized than p continuum states, is expected to
lower the final energy of the titanium ion; spectator lines
243001-3
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associated with Q1 and Q2 thus show up at binding ener-
gies lower than the Raman Auger line D. Moreover, in a
simple picture of the Raman regime where one considers
first a virtual transition of the 1s photoelectron towards a
bound orbital, the energy of the decay process is lowered
by the binding energy of this bound level [15]. Since the
t2g orbitals have a higher binding energy than the eg or-
bital, an Auger decay after excitation to t2g levels appears
at a lower binding energy than after excitation to eg levels.
At first order, the kinetic energy difference (2.0 eV) be-
tween Q1 and Q2 measures this energy splitting due to
crystal field effects. Another precise measurement of crys-
tal field splitting is given by the photon energy difference
between the resonance positions of Q1 and Q2 (1.75 eV).
These two measured values are a bit different. This can be
explained by the screening effects in the Auger final state
which slightly differs for an electron in the t2g orbitals (p
bond with the O neighbors) or in the more delocalized eg

orbitals (s bond) [16]. Therefore the kinetic energies of
Q1 and Q2 allow the assignment of these features to Auger
decays in the presence of the spectator electron into t2g-like
and eg-like orbitals, respectively, in full agreement with the
angular analysis which is therefore not mandatory for this
identification.

In the region of the Ti K-edge in TiO2, the resonant be-
havior of the KLL Auger lines has been used to unravel
the different contributions to the absorption spectra. Ra-
man Auger lines following dipolar excitation towards p
states, and spectator lines following QT towards eg and
t2g states, split by fine crystal field effects, are clearly dis-
criminated. These decays are unambiguously identified by
analyzing either their binding energy or their resonant en-
ergy, and an estimate of the t2g-eg splitting is directly ob-
tained. Therefore, resonant Auger spectra offer direct and
separate fingerprints for the different transitions occurring
in the studied absorption edge, either to the continuum or
to bound states, such as, e.g., quadrupolar transitions to
d states at K-edges. Spectator lines can be phenomeno-
logically explained and attributed. Here, the quadrupolar
origin of the two observed spectator lines has been clearly
evidenced. As an experimental method to bring QT to the
fore, resonant Auger is certainly more efficient than an-
gular dependent XAS, which allows one to vary only the
relative weights of dipole and quadrupole contributions in
the nonselective mixture of the absorption signal. These
two contributions are clearly separated in the Auger spec-
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tra, so that their energy position and intensity allow an
identification of the QT not only in resolved absorption
prepeaks. Next, angular XAS can be performed only on
single crystals, whereas resonant Auger measurements can
be carried out on powders or amorphous materials. In this
case, the angular analysis would be pointless (left and right
sides of Fig. 2 would be the same), but same Raman and
spectator lines will be observed since they are purely due
to the local electronic structure. Angular XAS relies on
the orientation of the electronic orbitals with respect to
the axes of the infinite and periodic crystallographic struc-
ture, whereas resonant Auger measurement is a real selec-
tive and local probe of the near-Fermi-level empty orbitals,
provided they are localized enough. Last, the sensitivity of
electron spectroscopy to the first atomic planes also opens
new prospects to show the differences of the electronic
structure near the surface.
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